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Abstract:Alternat ing group graphs AG n, as a class of Cayley graphs, received attent ion for that possess certain desirable propert ies com
pared w ith oth er regular netw orks in parallel and dist ributed comput ing. A new form of the graphs AG nw hich is called AN n, studied by
Youhu, shows advantages over AG n. For example, the diameter, fault t olerant , fault diameter and Hamilton connectivity are better than
AG n. In this paper, the exact value of the new network s fault diam eter to access it s robustness is foun d out and the first ef f icient fault
- tolerant routing algorithm for this class of network is presented.
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0 INTRODUCTION
Among the large amount of network models, Cayley
graphs play an important role in the design and analysis of
interconnect ion networks for dist ributed and parallel com
puting [ 1~ 5] . The networks based on the hypercubes, or
t hogonal graphs, and star graphs are examples of Cayley
graphs
[ 6]
. Recently a class of int erconnection scheme
based on the Cayley graph of the alternating group An ,
which is called AGn, studied by Jwo and others
[ 7~ 9] . In
comparison with star graphs, AGn has half t he number of
nodes and nearly tw ice its degree. Alt ernating group
graphs are Hamiltonian- connected, meaning there exists
a Hamiltonian path between every pair of vertices. Addi
t ionally, another property of these graphs is t hat t hey are
pancyclic. T hey cont ain subgraphs cycles, w hich are
Hamilt onian cycles, of all possible lengths from the mini
mum of 3 t o the maximum of n[ 7~ 9] .
As a new form of AGn , the class ANn of alternating
group graph proposed by Youhu is different from the class
AGn
[ 9] . ANn and AGn are both Cayley graphs and both
are vertex - symmet ric. T hey have the same number of
vertex. The diameters of them are also comparable.
However, the node degree of ANn is nearly half that of
AGn . Furthermore, the new graphs are maximally fault
- tolerant and share some of the positive st ructural at
tributes of the st ar graphs.
T he derivat ion of an efficient and simple fault- tol
erant rout ing algorit hm, that has desirable properties such
as robustness and freedom from deadlocks, is a require
ment for pract ical application of any class of interconnec
t ion networks[ 10~ 13] . An optimal rout ing scheme w as
proposed for t he new alt ernat ing group networks ANn in
reference
[ 14 ]
. T he upper bound of t he fault diameter in
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AN n is 3( n - 2) / 2 + 3
[ 9] . This paper present s an anal
ysis of the exact value of fault diameter and derives an ef
f icient fault- tolerant routing algorithm.
1 BASICCONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS
In this sect ion, background material, some basic
concepts, notational definit ions and convent ions will be
introduced, for t he understanding of subsequent result s.
Def ine Sn as the symmetric group
[ 15]
, that is,
Sn cont ains all the permutat ions of n elements. Let
An be the set of all even permutations of Sn, where
| An | = n! / 2. Let gkl be the permutat ion that
swaps element s in position k and l and leave all
other elements undisturbed. Def ine two even






+ = g 2 ig 12 g i
- = g 1 ig 12( i !3)
Note that gi
+ gi
- = e, the ident ity
permutation, so g i
+ and gi
- are each other s
inverses.
Let = { gi
+ | 3 ∀ i ∀ n} # { g i
- | 3 ∀ i
∀ n } , it is well known that is a generator set
for An
[ 15]
. T he alt ernating group graph AGn is
defined as the Cayley graph Cay ( An, ) of
dimension n. AGn is a regular graph with n! / 2
nodes, n! ( n - 2) / 2 edges, node degree 2( n -
2), and diameter 3( n - 2) / 2 - 3.
As a new form of AGn , ANn is a n - dimen
sional alt ernat ing graph with the same number of
nodes like AGn labeled with the even permutation
of Sn . However, whether two nodes in ANn act as
neighbors base on different scheme from AGn . We now
define the following operat ions[ 14] :
1. z i = g 12g 3 i , where 3 ∀ i ∀ n: Swapping sym
bols 1 and 2 at the same t ime when swapping symbols 3
and i .
2. gL: Shift ing the first three elements cyclically
from left to right by one posit ion.
3. gR: Shifting the first three elements cyclically
from right to left by one posit ion.
If and only if t he label of one node can be obtained
from the other by one of the three operations, the two
nodes are direct ly connected. Let ∃ = { z i | 3 ∀ i ∀ n }
#{ gL } # { gR } , thus ANn is a Cayley graph Cay( An ,
∃ ) . Fig. 1 and F ig. 2 depict the difference between
AGn and ANn .
T he properties of AN n are obvious: It is a regular
graph with n! / 2 nodes, node degree n - 1, connect ivit y
n - 1, n! ( n- 1) / 4 edges. ANn is Hamiltonian and has a
diameter  3( n - 2) / 2 , which is no more than one unit
greater than 3( n - 2) / 2% , the diameter of AGn. As a
Cayley graph, ANn is vertex- symmetric.
Fig. 1 Alternating group Graphs
Fig. 2 Alternating group networks
2 FAULT DIAMETER IN ANn
To find a path from one node to another needs a se
quence of transpositions. T he elements of a permutat ion
need to be exchanged by three operations ( z i , gL, gR)
unt il every element is in it s right position as the label of
destination. Because ANn is vertex - symmetric, a path
from any node x to an arbit rary node y can be easily de
duced, given a path from p = y- 1x t o the ident ity node e
= 123&n. In the rest of this paper, consider the paths
from all the other nodes t o the ident it y node e .
A permutat ion p = p 1p 2 &p n can be presented by it s
cycle structure, t hat is, p = c1 c2 &cke1 e2 &el, where ci
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is a cycle of length | ci | !2 for 1 ∀ i ∀ k and ei is an
invariant for 1 ∀ i ∀ l . For example, if p = 3 4 6 2 5 1,
it can be present ed as
1 2 3 4 5 6
3 4 6 2 5 1
. We can see that 1
becomes 3, 3 becomes 6, 6 becomes 1 again, that is a cy
cle; and 2 becomes 4, 4 becomes 2, a second cycle; 5 is
an invariant. Thus the cycle structure of p is p = ( 1 3
6) ( 2 4) 5. If all the elements of a permutation in cycles
are exchanged t o its corresponding posit ions then the path
to e is found. T he length of path from an arbitrary node
to e is depending on the number of steps to sort cycles in
its permutat ion. Let d ( p , e ) be the length of the
short est path from the node p to e, p =
c 1c 2&cke1 e2 &el , m = | c1 | + | c2 |+ &+ | ck | . We
know from reference[ 14] that d ( p , e ) can be derived by
k , m.
Def init ion 1. A node p is a pivotal node of q, if p is
the f irst node on all the shortest paths from q to e.
Lemma 1. An arbitrary node p has no more than two
neighbors that p is the pivotal node of them.
Lemma 2. For a node p of ANn, if d ( p , e ) =  3( n
- 2)/ 2 there are no more than two neighbors of p
whose length of shortest path t o e is also  3( n - 2) / 2 .
Proof. Let d( p , e) = m + k + =  3( n -
2)/ 2 , where k is the number of cycles in a permutat ion,
m = | c1 |+ | c2 |+ &+ | ck | and ( { 0, - 1, - 2, -
3, - 5} , which is obtained by the positions of 1, 2, 3.
Because p is an even permutat ion, it must have an even
number of even cycles. In the case that n and n/ 2 are
both even: If 3 is not an invariant, d( p , e) =  3( n -
2)/ 2 iff k = n/ 2 and m = n. So the operation z i can
lead t o a node whose length of short est path to e is also
 3( n - 2) / 2 only if p i = 3, that is 3 becomes an
invariant aft er z i. As gL and gR are each other s
inverses, only one of them can produce a node q that
d ( q , e) = d( p , e) . If 3 is an invariant, there is no
more than one element p i that is an invariant for 3 ∀ i ∀
n . Thus exchanging 3 and p i leads the node whose
length of shortest path to e is  3( n - 2) / 2 . Similarly,
at most one of gL and gR can produce a node q that
d ( p , e ) =  3( n - 2) / 2 . So, t here are no more than
two neighbors of p whose length of shortest path to e is
 3( n- 2) / 2 in this case. We can also proof in other
three cases: n and ( n- 1) / 2 are both odd, n is even and
n/ 2 is odd, n is odd and n/ 2 is even, that there are no
more than two nodes connected directly to p whose length
of shortest path to e is also  3( n - 2) / 2 as well.
L emma 3. If AN n has n - 2 faulty nodes, the fault
diameter fd ! 3( n - 2) / 2 + 1 for 5 ∀ n.
Lemma 4. Let fault diameter fd = D when n - 2
neighbors of e are deleted and fd = H when m neighbors
of e are delet ed where m ∀ n - 2. Then H ∀ D .
Theorem 1. The fault diameter of AN n is  3( n -
2) / 2 + 1 for n > 4.
Proof. As we know from lemma 4 that fault diame
ter is obtained by delet ing n - 2 neighbors of a node.
Supposing that there is a node p , the length of shortest
path T from p to e is  3( n - 2) / 2 + 2 aft er deleting n
- 2 neighbors of p . Let q be the first node on T . Thus
d( q , e ) must be  3( n - 2)/ 2 + 1. So p must be the
pivotal node on q s shortest path to e when all the nodes
in ANn are fault - free, otherw ise d( q, e) cannot be
greater t han  3( n - 2) / 2 . Let d ( q, e) be the length
of shortest path from q to e when there is no fault y node.
If d ( q, e) =  3( n - 2) / 2 , from lemma 4, p cannot
be the pivotal node of q on q s shortest path to e . So it is
in contradict ion with the assumption. If d ( q, e ) =
 3( n - 2) /2 - 1, t here are two cases: if q3 = 3, p is
not the pivotal node of q for q has more than one
neighbor the length of short est path from which to e is
d ( q , e) - 1; if q3 ) 3 we can see from lemma 1 and
lemma 2, the operation z i can lead to at least one node
w hose length of shortest path to e is d ( q, e ) if i is
contained by dif ferent cycle from that containing 3 ( t here
must be at least one such cycle that doesn t contain 3 or
d ( q , e) <  3( n - 2) / 2 - 1) . If d ( q , e ) <  3( n -
2) / 2 - 1, because there are no more than two neighbors
of q which need q as its pivotal node on the shortest path
t o e ( lemma 1) , so there exist one neighbor of q, namely
r , d ( r , e ) ∀ d ( q , e) + 1. Thus d( p , e) = d ( q,
e ) + 1 ∀  3( n - 2) / 2 , Thus for any node in AN n the
length of t he short est path from it t o e is no more than
 3( n - 2) /2 + 1 when there are n - 2 fault y nodes.
3 A FAULT- TOLERANT ROUTING AL
GORITHM
In order to exploit the fault- tolerance capabilit ies of
some architecture, adapt ive fault - tolerant algorithms
should be provided. G iven the results of the previous sec
t ions, we provide, and prove correct, an efficient algo
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rit hm which can tolerant up to n- 2 fault y nodes in ANn .
T he algorithm assumes that all the nodes know its
short est paths to every other node when ANn is init ialized
without any faulty node. An arbitrary node is assumed to
know the delet ed nodes in AN n. We define a node p has
an array of tables Sp [ x ] , where Sp [ x ] = { T | T is the
short est path from p to x when all the nodes in ANn are
fault - free} . T he algorithm is expressed in terms of
adapt ive algorithms: f ind- default- path ( p ) , exist-
deleted- node ( p ) and find- node ( p ) . The funct ion find-
default- path ( p ) returns the f irst node on an applicable
path in Sp [ e ] , ex ist- deleted- node ( p ) returns a value
which shows whether all t he paths in S p [ e ] are blocked
by deleted nodes. Let V = { x | x is the correct neighbor
of p } # { y | y is the correct neighbor of x } , d ( p , e ) is
the length of the path in S p [ e ] . The funct ion find-
node( p ) returns a node q , q ( { q | min( d ( q, e ) ) ,
exist- deleted- node( p ) = fault, q ( V } .
ALGORITHM: ANn based fault- tolerant routing;
if ( current node = e) t hen STOP endif
if ( ex ist- delet ed- node( p ) = fault) / * T here is a
default path from p to e is not blocked by any delet ed
node * /
then q = f ind- default- path( p ) and send the
message to q
endif
else / * The default path from p t o e is blocked by
deleted nodes * /
q = f ind- node( p ) and send the message to q endif
T heorem 2. T he algorithm always routes messages
successfully as long as the number of faulty nodes is n- 2
in ANn and the length of the path is no more than
corresponding fault diameter.
Proof. T he proof follows immediately from
correlating the method the algorit hm finds the paths to
theorem 1 and the pert aining lemmas. It is obvious that
the maximal number of nodes whose default path to e is
blocked by faulty nodes will be obtained in the case that n
- 2 neighbors of e are deleted. How ever, an arbitrary
node p can always f ind a node q, q ( V , even if n - 2
neighbors of e are deleted. T hus the function find-
node( p ) will return at least one node q no matt er with
the positions of the nodes deleted. Because find- node( p )
always returns an opt imal q the length of which is shorter
t han any other node in V , so the length of the shortest
path form an arbitrary node to e won t be greater than
fault diameter.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, w e derived the exact fault diameter of
t he alt ernating group networks ANn w ith n - 2 fault y
nodes and used the results in the construction and proof of
a fault- tolerant rout ing algorit hm. Moreover, the rout
ing strat egy is provably correct and opt imal.
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